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ArtOptimizer 3 for Adobe Illustrator Is Released for Public Beta Testers
Published on 09/23/19
Zevrix Solutions announces the public beta release of ArtOptimizer 3 for Adobe
Illustrator, a major upgrade to company's image workflow automation solution for Adobe's
flagship vector design software. ArtOptimizer eliminates the excess image data of
Illustrator picture links and performs essential image adjustments. The new version adds a
long list of new features such as image format conversion, batch processing, settings
presets, duplicate links processing, new user interface and much more.
Toronto (ON), Canada - Zevrix Solutions today announces the public beta release of
ArtOptimizer 3, a major upgrade to company's workflow automation solution for Adobe
Illustrator. The only tool of its kind on the market, ArtOptimizer eliminates the excess
image data of Illustrator picture links and performs essential image adjustments, which
helps users save disk space, accelerate document output, and cut overall production time
dramatically.
The new version introduces a long list of new features and improvements, which take
ArtOptimizer to a totally different level and help Illustrator users easily automate
complex and time-consuming production tasks. A highlight of the new solutions and
improvements include:
* New user interface
* Batch processing of Illustrator files
* Presets of the app's settings
* Process duplicate links
* Convert formats of Illustrator image links
* Specify Photoshop resampling methods for optimized resolution
* Process monochrome (bitmap) images
* Convert colors to specific profile
* Link previews
* Duplicate original Illustrator document before processing
* Many other new options for backup, relinking, image naming and other areas
* Improved performance and stability
The public beta of ArtOptimizer 3 is available for download from Zevrix website.
Beta-testers who provide valuable feedback will receive a 50% discount to purchase an
upgrade from earlier version of ArtOptimizer or a new license.
Pricing and Availability:
ArtOptimizer 3 public beta can be downloaded from Zevrix website. Qualified beta testers
will receive a discount on the new license or upgrade to ArtOptimizer 3. Detailed info is
included with the beta download. The current stable release, ArtOptimizer 2, can be
purchased for US$119.95. Trial is also available for download. ArtOptimizer requires macOS
10.8-10.14 and Adobe Illustrator/Photoshop CS6-CC 2019.
Zevrix Solutions:
http://zevrix.com
ArtOptimizer 3 Beta:
http://zevrix.com/ArtOptimizer.php
Download ArtOptimizer 3 Beta:
http://zevrix.com/ArtOptimizer.dmg
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Purchase:
http://zevrix.com/store.php
Screenshot:
http://zevrix.com/screenshots/ao3/ao3-beta-res-win.png

Located in Toronto, Canada, Zevrix Solutions provides automation and productivity
solutions for Adobe Creative Cloud and Creative Suite software, PDF workflows, graphic
file diagnostics and Microsoft Office output on Mac OS. Zevrix is dedicated to help
professionals increase their profits through automating everyday tasks, producing
error-free documents, saving disk space and cutting production costs. For more
information, visit their website. Copyright (C) 2019 Zevrix Solutions. All Rights
Reserved. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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